In this paper, we consider the problem of querying multimedia presentations based on content information. We believe that presentations should become an integral part of multimedia database systems, and users should be able to store, query, and possibly manipulate multimedia presentations using a single database management system software.
Introduction
Multimedia data is a combination of video, audio, text, graphics, still images and animation data. A multimedia presentation is a synchronized, and possibly interactive delivery of multimedia data to users. Multimedia presentations are used extensively in many applications such as computer-aided training, computer-aided learning, world wide web sites, product demonstrations, document presentations, online books and electronic encyclopedias.
Presently, multimedia presentations are created by using commercial multimedia authoring tools, and stored into persistent storage such as a CD medium. Recently, commercial multimedia authoring tools have added database access or a database front end to let users access media les and clip libraries. However, to the best of our knowledge, interaction between a multimedia authoring tool and a multimedia database is loose, and the database is used for only very basic purposes. We believe that multimedia presentations should be managed by multimedia databases, and queried by an integrated presentation query language This research is supported by the National Science Foundation Grants IRI 92-24660, IRI 96-31214 and CDA 95-29503. 1 to allow users to store or select multimedia presentations with respect to their content. The content of a multimedia presentation consists of the contents of the individual multimedia streams in the presentation as well as the playout order of streams which describes how the information is presented. Playout order is an important part of content, especially for querying purposes.
In this paper, we assume that multimedia presentations are created and stored in the form of multimedia presentation graphs. Multimedia presentation graphs can be viewed as high level abstractions for multimedia presentations. Simply, a multimedia presentation graph speci es the playout order of various types of streams making up the multimedia presentation, i.e., it is a visual speci cation of a presentation plan. This paper discusses a data model for presentation graphs, and languages for querying multimedia presentation graphs.
Each node of a presentation graph is a media stream, and a directed edge between two nodes speci es the playout-time precedence relationship among the corresponding streams. Figure 1 .1 gives an example of a simple presentation graph entitled \National Geography" consisting of video streams \Four Seasons of Yellowstone", \Yellowstone", \Wildlife", \Landscapes", \Forests", and \Next week in National Geography", and audio streams \Promo Song", and \Four Seasons". In this paper, we illustrate our contributions using only the video multimedia data type. 
. A Multimedia Presentation Graph
A multimedia video stream consists of a sequence of video frames, each of which is associated with some content information, namely, a set of content objects and content relationships among its content objects. So, our object-oriented data model includes presentation graph, stream, frame and content-object classes whose objects represent, respectively, multimedia presentation graphs, multimedia streams, video frames, and content objects. Presentation node is also a class, and inherits attributes of the stream class.
To query multimedia presentation graphs, this paper discusses GVISUAL, which is an icon-based objectoriented graphical query language. For comparison, we also introduce GOQL, an OQL-like language with constructs to create and manipulate presentation graphs. We also present GCalculus, which forms a formal basis for GVISUAL.
All three presentation graph languages are developed for querying presentation graphs using temporal operators Next, Connected, and Until and path formulas. Paths of a multimedia presentation graph are speci ed by using computational tree logic Emer 90](extended with di erent semantics for path quanti cation LeOz 96]), and temporal operators of propositional linear temporal logic Emer 90, Rich 92] (extended with node and path variables). Path formulas not only can specify paths constructed by the nodes of a presentation graph, but also specify content changes among frames of streams and hierarchical relationships between a stream and its contents. We use temporal logic formulas for path formulas, and introduce node and path variables to temporal logic formulas in order to identify distinct paths and to speci cally refer to nodes in multimedia presentation graphs.
GVISUAL is a graphical icon-based query language for the graph data model and extends VISUAL BSOO 96]. For querying multimedia presentation graphs (or graphs in general), new constructs of GVI-SUAL that are graphical representations of temporal operators allow users to express relationships between nodes, edges, and paths along presentation graphs.
Run-time user interaction can be easily incorporated into a multimedia presentation using techniques from active and real-time databases Kuo 97, Hak 96, WiCe 96]. More speci cally, event-condition-action rules of active databases can be used to allow extensive user interaction during the playout of presentations in a time-constrained manner. In this paper, we do not consider the issue of user interaction for multimedia presentations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The data model for multimedia presentation graphs is given in section 2. VISUAL is brie y reviewed in section 3. GVISUAL and GOQL are discussed in section 4. Section 5 presents GCalculus. In Section 6, we brie y discuss the expressive power and user friendliness of GVISUAL. Section 7 summarizes the GVISUAL implementation e ort and the ongoing work on query processing in GVISUAL. Section 8 provides a discussion on related work. Section 9 concludes.
Data Model for Multimedia Presentation Graphs
In this section, we discuss the object-oriented data model used for representing multimedia presentation graphs. Each object o, de ned below, has a class (type) c, c 2 C. Objects may be of basic types (e.g., integers, strings), or structured types (e.g., complex objects) which may be constructed from the set of types and class names by using set, tuple or sequence constructors in any order. That is, structured objects may be (or may have components that are) tuples, sets or sequences LR 89].
Example 2.1. A Pres Node object in a multimedia presentation may be a tuple object with the following components (attributes) and also inherits from a stream object of type Stream. Pres Node: inherits from Stream type graph-in: Pres Graph;
other attributes] where Pres Graph is a class name. Stream is also a tuple type as shown in Figure 2 .1. Thus, Pres Node object is a tuple object which also has attributes of Stream class in addition to the attribute graph-in.
In order to give more formal de nitions for the data model, we need the following pairwise disjoint sets KLR 92, LR 89].
D: set of atomic values in the union of four atomic type domains, integer, oat, string and boolean. A: set of symbols called attributes, I: set of object identi ers, C: set of class names.
We use the types de ned as follows:
Atomic types integer, oat, boolean, string are types, called the basic types. Using these types that are typically de ned in object oriented data models, we also de ne, similar to Guti 94], the following types to incorporate graphs into the data model. graph type is a tuple type with two special attributes: Nodes and Edges in addition to some other attributes, such as name. That is, Nodes: ft 0 g, Edges: f< t >g, a 1 = t 1 , ..., a n = t n ] is a graph type where t 0 is a node type, < t > is an edge type as given below, and t 1 ; ::; t n are types, a i 2 A.
node type is an ordinary object type. In addition, we also have two special instances of node type called \Begin" and \Terminate" nodes.
edge type is a sequence type with two elements. < t >, j < t > j = 2, is an edge type, where t is a type, and the two elements of the sequence are also called source and target of the edge, respectively.
path type is a sequence type with one or more elements. That is, a sequence < t > is a path type, where j < t > j 1, and t is a type. If j < t > j = 2 then it is the same as an edge type; if j < t > j = 1 then it represents a type of a trivial path with a single node.
Let T denote the set of all types de ned above. We will be dealing with acyclic graphs; so, for any < v i ; v j > 2 E, i < j.
Here we need to elaborate on edges and paths in a graph. For both edges and paths to have valid values, the underlying graph needs to be speci ed. That is, an edge value < v i ; v j > is a sequence value, but for a sequence value < v i ; v j > to be an edge value, there needs to be a graph g such that v i ; v j are elements of g.Nodes. Similarly, any path is a sequence, but a sequence may not be a path. For a sequence value < v 1 ; :::; v n > to be a path value in a graph g, we should have v i 2 g.Nodes for i=1, ..., n and < v i ; v i+1 > 2 g.Edges for i=1, ..., n-1. An object o is a pair (oid; v) where oid is an identi er in I and v is a value in the set of values V . A class is de ned as the association of a class name in C with a type in T. The instances of a class are objects, and this association describes the structure of the values of the objects in the class KLR 92]. The class hierarchy and subtyping are already de ned for basic types, set, tuple and sequence types LR 89]. Subtyping for graph types is also de ned similarly since graph types are de ned using tuple, sequence and set constructors.
The database is a structure M(C; I; V ; ; ) where C is the set of classes, I is the set of object identi ers, V is the set of all values, is a mapping from I to V such that every oid 2 I is assigned to a value v 2 V , is a function which assigns a nite set of oid's in I to each class c in C.
Multimedia presentation graphs are directed acyclic graphs (DAG). Each presentation stream is a node in the presentation graph, and edges describe sequential or concurrent playout of streams. Each presentation graph contains a Title node with attribute type value of Begin and a special node with attribute type value of Terminate.
In the following, we only give class de nitions for the video data type as it is the richest multimedia data type. Each video stream consists of a sequence of (representative) Frames; and each Frame has content objects and relationships among content objects. Please note that the same content object (with the same oid and the same value) can appear in multiple frames. Notation: "f g" denotes the set constructor, and "< >" denotes the sequence constructor. In this paper, we use class extents Pres Graphs, Pres Nodes, Streams, Frames, C Objects for the classes Pres Graph, Pres Node, Stream, Frame and C Object respectively.
In Figure 2 .2, we show the composition of the video stream "Wildlife" from the presentation graph of Figure 1 .1. There are ve representative frames in the stream with names "deer", "deer-bird", \deer-river", \river-mountainlion" and \river-mountainlion-deer". The frames of the stream is about a deer hunted by a mountainlion, while drinking from the river. Note that, obviously, 5 frames can not depict this scenario; however, it is common to model content information about representative frames in the database instead of all the frames, for querying purposes. A representative frame simply represents the aggregate contents of a sequence of consecutive frames. 
VISUAL
In this section, we summarize the basic features of VISUAL BSOO 96, BOO 97] which is a graphical query language that provides user friendly graphical tools to query and manipulate data objects. GVISUAL extends VISUAL to manipulate and query multimedia presentation graphs, and GCalculus/S is the formal language behind it. In the rest of the paper, for each GVISUAL query, we also present the corresponding GOQL query. GVISUAL represents temporal operators Next, Until and Connected graphically via di erent icons.
Below, we review VISUAL with examples, and present the corresponding OQL queries.
Basic Features of VISUAL
A VISUAL query is represented by a window, or a set of windows that are arranged hierarchically. The query whose execution is to be requested is called the main query. The top window always represents the main query. Each query can also contain internal queries and external queries, and is composed of a query head and a query body (which are similar to rule head and rule body, respectively, in a Datalog rule). Query head contains the name of the query (a unique name that distinguishes the query), query parameters (a list of input and output objects) and the output type speci cation. Input list is de ned by query parameters which function in di erent ways for di erent query types (internal, external, or main).
Example 3.1. In Figure 3 .1, the main query is named \Animals in Park", and has no input parameters.
VISUAL is a strongly typed language, and each output parameter is de ned with a name and a type speci cation (after the query name), which can be a basic object type, a complex object type or a class name. Query output is always a collection (set, bag, sequence) of object identi ers (oids), and, therefore, the output type speci cation de nes the element type of the output collection. Query body may consist of iconized objects, a condition box, de nitions of internal queries, and references to external or internal queries. The condition box may contain arithmetic expressions, set expressions, or aggregations.
VISUAL provides the concept of a query and its subqueries, the paradigm of \a program calling its procedures". A subquery can be \inside" or \outside" a query body, and it is called an internal or an external subquery, respectively. Example 3.2. In Figure 3 .1, the main query Animals in Park has one output parameter, namely, object O of type C Object. The query output is a set of C Object instances. The body of Animals in Park has the object S of type Stream, object O of type C Object, and a condition box. The assertions speci ed in the condition box are (s 1 .name = \Yosemite Park") and (O.type = \Animal"). The query in Figure 3 .1 has no external or internal queries.
Iconized objects represent data model objects, spatial and domain-speci c methods involving data model objects and/or classes. There are four categories of iconized objects, and each category has unique properties (e.g., color or shape 1 ) as de ned in the query speci cation model: a) domain objects represent base objects or base classes that exist in the database, b) method objects represent domain-speci c methods involving data model objects and/or classes (i.e., domain icons), and c) spatial enforcement region object.
Example 3.3. The query Animals in Park has two domain objects as iconized objects, namely, ovalshaped icon for S object, and colored-polygon-shaped icon for O object.
A domain object contains a variable name (or a constant), the corresponding type speci cation and an iconic representation. A domain object within another domain object represents one of the three semantic relationships: composition, spatial, or collection membership.
Example 3.4. We use the same two-dimensional window space to represent both composition hierarchies and spatial relationships among data model objects. A spatial attribute of a domain object speci es the object's geometric coordinates. For example, the content object deer's x and y coordinates on a video frame is a spatial attribute. An object with spatial attributes is a spatial object (e.g., deer or Cuyahoga river); otherwise, it is a non-spatial object (e.g., frame or stream).
In VISUAL, spatial relationships among objects and classes are visually speci ed within a region in the query body, called the spatial-enforcement region tionships among spatial objects. Therefore, in a given query, if two spatial objects are in (or intersects with) the same spatial-enforcement region then the query speci es the \user-chosen" set of spatial relationships (such as is-left-of, is-below, is-above, etc.) between two spatial objects.
Example 3.5. Assume that we specify a priori that the spatial enforcement region only enforces To-
The-Left-Of spatial relationship. Consider the query \Find all streams with a frame that has two objects with names \deer" and \mountainlion", and that the deer is To-The-Left-Of the mountainlion". Figure 3 .2 illustrates the spatial relationship between content objects deer and mountainlion. The spatial relationship To-The-Left-Of is enforced only within the shaded area (the spatial enforcement region). The query outputs all streams with a frame in which the deer is to the left of the mountainlion. Users specify VISUAL queries using the interpretation semantics which implies a subquery evaluation for every di erent instantiation of query variables (due to the hierarchically arranged window structure of VISUAL query objects). This means that, for every instantiation of query variable objects with the corresponding data model objects (or object components) in the database, methods and queries referred to within the query body are evaluated, and conditions in the condition box are checked with the current instantiation. The outputs are then retrieved if all the conditions in the query are satis ed. Note that VISUAL execution semantics may be completely di erent than the interpretation semantics BSOO 96]. in temporal logic. These three operators are overloaded in that they are used to specify assertions on both paths of graphs and on sequences. We also present an OQL-like (Object Query Language) Catt 96] language, GOQL (Graph OQL), to query and manipulate presentation graphs. Below, we rst illustrate the new icons of GVISUAL and basic building blocks of GOQL. Then we give examples of GVISUAL queries and illustrate them with the corresponding GOQL queries.
Icons and Expressions in GVISUAL
First, let us present the graphical constructs that are used to represent objects in a presentation graph in GVISUAL. The icon shapes, colors and shading can be chosen arbitrarily by the user. For each non-shaded icon, var-name (or object-name): class-name (or subquery-name) is associated. For visual speci cation of paths, we use di erent icons that represent an edge or a path between two objects. A straight arrow, illustrated in Figure 4 .2 (a), represents the relationship Next (denoted by X ). A straight arrow with the optional label P from object A to object B states that, in the graph containing A and B, there is an edge (also, a single-edge path) P from A to B. A bold-faced oval with a solid arrow, illustrated in Figure 4 .2 (c), represents the Until relationship (denoted by U ). Until operator is used to express repetition: starting at a node in a given presentation graph, a sequence P of nodes repetitively satisfying a given assertion. p is encountered until a node satisfying assertion q is encountered.
Example 4.4. GVISUAL expression in Figure 4 .2 (f) states that, starting at frame f 0 in a given stream (where f 0 is determined possibly through other conditions), f 0 and each consecutive frame contain the content object \deer" until a frame f 1 with the content object \lion" is encountered, and the resulting sequence (path) of frames constitutes P. Figure 4 .3 summarizes the icons that represent the temporal relationships between two paths. We now discuss several semantic and syntactic di erences between our temporal operators and those of temporal logic.
(1) In temporal logic, formulas always apply starting from state 0 (at time 0) where \state" corresponds to \node" in a graph; in contrast, our temporal operators (including Next) can apply starting from any chosen node (i.e., state), called the starting node, in the graph. This allows for much simpler speci cations of formulas about paths in a presentation graph.
(2) We use the notion of node variables instantiated by nodes (e.g., streams s 0 , s 1 and s 2 in Figure 4 .2 (d)) which does not exist in temporal logic. The state (node) that is reached by temporal operators of temporal logic is identi ed not by the use of node variables, but, by the fact that temporal logic formulas always apply starting from a xed state, i.e., state 0, and thus state reached for which state formulas apply is clear from the use of temporal logic operators. The use of node variables allows us to specify assertions in a straightforward manner.
(3) In temporal logic, the sequence of states (i.e., paths in graphs) satisfying a \path formula" can not be extracted and output. In GVISUAL, we use path variables to name and output such paths.
(4) The Next operator that we use exploits the explicit speci cation of nodes by node variables, and, has two operands, e.g., for the Next icon from s 0 to s 1 in Figure 4 .2 (d), (state) formulas about the states s 0 and s 1 can be speci ed. In comparison, the Next operator of temporal logic Emer 90] uses a single operand.
Expressive power of our temporal operators is discussed in section 6.1. contains a frame with the C Object river", and \s 2 contains a frame with the C Object lion". The GVISUAL expression in Figure 4 .4 (b) speci es that the presentation graph g 1 has a path of streams that start at s 0 , and repetitively satisfy the assertion \the stream has a frame with the C Object deer" until a stream that satis es the assertion \the stream has a frame with the C Object lion" is reached. Please note that whatever is speci ed inside the bold-faced oval of the Until icon is a path formula that is repetitively satis ed along a path (or a sequence). 
GOQL and Its Building Blocks
GOQL is an extension of OQL(Object Query Language Catt 96]) for querying and manipulating graphs SO 97] using the data model given in section 2. GOQL uses the following methods for graphs and sequences: paths(g; n s ; n e ): returns the set of paths in graph g from node n s to node n e if n s and n e are connected in g. Otherwise, it returns an empty set. subsequences(s; x; y): returns the set of subsequences in a sequence s from element x to element y if x precedes y in s. Otherwise, it returns an empty set. Please note that x; y can appear more than once in s.
Since paths are also sequences, usual sequence operators are also applicable to paths with minor modications. Temporal operators Next, Connected and Until are utilized in GOQL to form boolean expressions, i.e. path formulas, used as predicates for paths and sequences. A path formula is de ned recursively as follows: Let p (also p i 's) and n (also n i 's) be variables denoting paths and nodes respectively in a graph g. Then a) Atomic path formula: p : (n : q) is a path formula, where q is a boolean condition on n. It returns True if p is a trivial path with a single node n which satis es q consisting of builtin predicates involving arithmetic comparison, and set membership operators. p : n is also used to denote p : (n : True). The path p is omitted when there is no need to denote the path explicitly, i.e., n is used to denote the path in this case.
b) Path formulas with one temporal operator:
p : e 1 e 2 is a path formula, where is one of temporal operators Next, Connected and Until, and e i = p i : (n i : q i ), i = 1; 2, is an atomic path formula. It returns True if e 1 and e 2 are True and there is a path p in g which is de ned for each temporal operator as follows: i) = Next: p is a single edge from n 1 to n 2 , i.e., p =< n 1 ; n 2 >. ii) = Connected: p is a path from n 1 to n 2 with one or more edges. iii) = Until: p is a path from n 1 to n 2 such that all the nodes in the path up to n 2 (excluding n 2 ) satisfy the condition q 1 on n 1 , and n 2 satis es q 2 . The path formula returns False otherwise. Similar to atomic path formulas, condition q i 's can be omitted if q i = True, and the path variables are omitted if there is no ambiguity. For example, p : (p 1 : (n 1 : True)) Connected (p 2 : (n 2 : True)) is abbreviated as the path formula p : n 1 Connected n 2 , which returns True if p is a path from n 1 to n 2 . c) Path formulas with more than one temporal operator:
p : e 1 e 2 is a path formula, where is a temporal operator (Next, Connected, Until), and e i = p i : where p i , i=1, ..., 4, denote subsequences forming the sequence ss. This expression returns True if ss is a frame sequence from f 1 to f 3 such that f 1 is followed by one or more frame occurrences which have the content object o 2 and the last occurrence of such frames with the content object o 2 is followed by the frame f 3 . That is, ss is a sequence of the form f 1 f 2 f 3 or f 1 f 2 f 0 1 f 0 2 :::f 0 k f 3 , where f 2 and f 0 i , i=1, 2, ..., k, each has a content object o 2 .
GVISUAL Query Examples
In this section, we give examples for GVISUAL queries, and their speci cations in GOQL.
Example 4.5. Find a graph which has three streams: a text stream whose name is \Four Seasons of Yellowstone" followed concurrently by (i) a video stream and (ii) an audio stream whose names are \Yellowstone" and \Four Seasons", respectively.
This query illustrates the use of two Next operators in a graph and a condition box. Below, we specify the same query in GOQL. Example 4.6. In all streams, nd sequences of frames where the rst frame has the content object \falcon", and the last frame has the content object \mountainlion".
This query illustrates the use of the Connected operator for sequences, and the output of sequences of frames. P denotes a sequence that satis es the query.
Consider a stream instance with a sequence of frames f 3 ; f 4 ; f 5 ; f 6 where the content object with name \falcon" appears in f 3 ; f 4 ; f 5 and the content object with name \mountainlion" appears in f 6 . The query of Figure 4 .6 returns the set of sequences f< f 3 ; f 4 ; f 5 ; f 6 >, < f 4 ; f 5 ; f 6 >, < f 5 ; f 6 >g; that is, all sequences satisfying the path formula are returned. Also note that the icons of temporal operators do not have the optional path variables as the query output does not need them. Example 4.7. Find video streams with a frame that contains the content object \river"; after that frame, there are repetitive frames with the content object \deer" until a frame with the content object \mountain-lion" appears.
This query illustrates the use of a \path formula" with two temporal operators Next and Until. Below is the GOQL version of the same query. in a video stream where f 1 contains the content object \river", the next frame f 2 contains the content object \deer", followed by arbitrarily many frames each with the content object \deer" until a frame f 3 with the content object \mountainlion" is encountered.
This query has the same query body as in Figure 4 .7; and the query head is replaced by In other words, node (state) variables can also be used in the query output.
Similarly, in the GOQL version of the query, the select clause is replaced with select < f 1 ; f 2 ; f 3 >.
The following example illustrates the use of external queries with presentation graphs. An external query is speci ed independently from the main query, and is provided with its input parameters. An external query can be independently saved into the database to make it persistent. 14 Example 4.9. Find a presentation graph in which all streams have content objects \deer" and \mountain-lion".
In this example, the external queries All Streams and Streams Having D and M are called from the body of the main query with the input parameter g for both. Both external queries of the main query return a set of streams which are checked for set equality in the main query body. An external query has a name, input parameters, output parameters, and a query body with a condition box. In an external query call, the speci cations inside \( )" after the query name denote input parameters of the external query. .name = \mountainlion"))) Example 4.10. Find presentation graphs which have a stream containing the content object \deer" and, along every path from this stream, a stream with the content object \river" is encountered.
This query illustrates the use of internal queries with presentation graphs. The two queries All Paths from S1 and Paths Having Deer and River are internal queries of the query Graphs Having Deer and River. One advantage of internal queries is that objects de ned in the query Graphs Having Deer and River can be directly referred to in internal queries, and do not need to be passed as arguments. Also, both internal query windows can be \closed" (i.e., reduced into their shaded-only forms in the body of Graphs Having Deer and River) if the user wants to reduce the visual complexity of the query.
Below is the GOQL version of the query: 5 Formal Basis of GVISUAL: GCalculus/S
The formal basis of GVISUAL is provided by GCalculus/S which is a revised version of GCalculus. We rst discuss GCalculus. Please note that this section also provides formal de nitions of all GVISUAL operators.
GCalculus is a calculus-based query language extended with temporal operators for the speci cation of calculus to obtain GCalculus/S (\GCalculus with sets").
Syntax
A. Symbols of the language 
E. Queries
A GCalculus query is of the form fx j (x)g where x (the \query output") is a variable and (x) is a state formula satisfying the property that the only free (non-quanti ed) variable in is x.
Semantics
We now de ne the meaning of all non-logical symbols of GCalculus, and, under a given interpretation, de ne the assignment of a truth value to a formula of GCalculus. The interpretation I is over a set of database values V and in terms of the database structure M(C; I; V ; ; ) as de ned in section 2.
For convenience in representation, we do not use speci c constant and variable names to denote the type of each variable. Instead, from the type of the object that instantiates a variable, we derive whether a variable is graph-valued, set-valued, sequence-valued, etc.. Let t be a tuple-valued term; then t:AttrName is a term whose type is the type of the object referenced by t:AttrName. For example, g.Nodes where g is graph-valued variable, where n is a stream-valued term, refers to a set of streams, as de ned in section 2. Similarly, n.frames.objects refers to a set of content objects. In general, t:a 1 :a 2 :a 3 :::a n is a term whose type is the type of the object referenced by a n (which is in turn referenced by a n?1 and so on). Let t be a sequence-valued or tuple-valued term; then t i] is a term whose type is the type of the object referenced by the i th component of t. We allow the combinations of dot-notation and component notation. For example, n.frames 2].objects refers to content-objects in the second frame of the stream variable n.
We rst give the interpretations of constants, variables and predicate symbols. That is, all instantiations of constants and variables come from the values V in the database. Cl" which is either True or False. (A2) M j = t 1 1 t 2 where 1 2 f<; ; >; g i I(M; t 1 ) 1 I(M; t 2 ) = True. (A3) M j = t 1 2 t 2 where 2 2 f=; 6 =g i I(M; t 1 ) 1 I(M; t 2 ) = True. (A4) M j = t 1 3 t 2 where 3 2 f ; ; ; g and t 1 , t 2 are set-valued terms i I(M; t 1 ) 3 I(M; t 2 ) = True. (A5) M j = t 1 4 t 2 where 4 2 f2; 6 2g and t 1 is a simple term, and t 2 is either a set or sequence-valued term i I(M; t 1 ) 4 I(M; t 2 ) = True.
M j = t 1 t 2 where t 1 and t 2 are sequence-valued terms i I(M; t 1 ) is a proper subsequence of I(M; t 2 ).
M j = t 1 t 2 where t 1 and t 2 are sequence-valued terms i I(M; t 1 ) is a subsequence of I(M; t 2 ). (A7) M j = t 1 /t 2 where t 1 and t 2 are graph-valued terms i I(M; t 1 ) is a subgraph of I(M; t 2 ). M j = (8y)p i whatever instantiation replaces all occurrences of the free variable y in p, we have M j = p (C4) M j =<< g; x; s t >>p i path x in graph g starts at node s t , and the path formula p holds True for path x (i.e., as discussed next, M; x j = p). 
B. State Formulas

Examples
We now give GCalculus formulas to illustrate the use of path formulas. For each path formula, we provide the speci cation of the starting node. In the examples below, state formulas are represented by p, q, r, etc., the nodes are represented by node variables n 0 ; n 1 ; n 2 , etc., and a graph is represented by g. Please note that the above path formula is not equivalent to E(x 1 x 2 )<< g; x 1 x 2 ; n 0 >>( n 0 ]]p X :x 1 ( n 1 ]]q U :x 2 n 2 ]]r) which can be illustrated as applying to the following path. 
GCalculus/S (GCalculus with Set Operators)
The use of the universal quanti er and the negation operators together result in complex relational calculus queries OzWa 89]. Similarly, the quanti er A and the negation operator together lead to highly complex query expressions. We now describe GCalculus/S (GCalculus with Set Operators) which (i) replaces the universal path quanti er A and the negation operator with the existential quanti er 9, the existential path quanti er E and set operators, and (ii) uses negation only to the left of base predicates. We give an example rst.
Example 5.5. Consider the GCalculus query \Find presentation graphs that have a presentation node (stream) containing the content object \deer", and every adjacent node to that node contains the content object \lion". fgj Presentation-Graph(g)( 9n 0 ) (Stream(n 0 )^n 0 2 g.Nodes^S p S q )g where S p = f x j (9n 2 )(Stream(n 2 )^n 2 2 g.Nodes< < g; x; n 0 >> n 0 ]](9o)(C Object(o)^o 2 n 0 .frames.objects^o.name = \deer") C :x n 2 ]]n 2 .type = \Terminate")g and S q = f x 1 x 2 j (9n 1 ; 9n 2 )(Stream(n 1 )^Stream(n 2 )^fn 1 ; n 2 g g.Nodes< < g; x 1 x 2 ; n 0 >> n 0 ]](9o)(C Object(o)^o 2 n 0 .frames.objects^o.name = \deer") X :x 1 n 1 ]](9o 1 )(C Object(o 1 )^o 1 2 n 1 .frames.objects^o 1 .name = \lion") C :x 2 n 2 ]]n 2 .type = \Terminate")g The set S p contains all the paths in g that start at n 0 and end at any terminate node. The set S q contains all the paths in g that start at n 0 , continue with n 1 which satis es q, and end at a terminate node n 2 .
Removing the universal path quanti er A is needed for developing a user-friendly graphical language GVISUAL based on GCalculus/S because every object in VISUAL is quanti ed uniformly only by the existential quanti er, the negation appears only to the left of base predicates, and set comparisons are utilized, thus making the interface simple.
We now de ne GCalculus/S queries 3 The syntax de ned for GCalculus is revised as follows.
(1) The quanti er A is not used.
(2) The quanti er 8 is not used. (3) Negation appears only to the left of a base predicate (i.e., it does not appear to the left of formulas with several predicates and logical connectives^or _.)
We now discuss how to translate queries in GCalculus with A, 8 and 9 into ones in GCalculus/S with only E and 9, and set operators. First, we translate formulas with A path quanti er into formulas with 8, 9 and set operators. Second, we translate formulas that result from the rst transformation (possibly still having 8) into ones with 9, E and/or set operators using the algorithms given in our earlier work OzWa 89]. The lemmas below give the transition of formulas with A quanti er into ones with 8, 9 and set operators. Proof: Let S = fx gbe the set of all paths from s 0 to any terminate node s n . By de nition, S = S p . Case 1: s j .type = \Terminate" holds.
Assume A(x)<< g; x; s 0 >>P holds. Since S q can be rewritten as fx 1 j << g; x 1 ; s 0 >>P g, we have S = S p = S q , and, thus S p S q holds. Assume A(x)<< g; x; s 0 >>P does not hold. Then, by the de nitions of S p and S q , there is a path x 0 in S p where s n is a terminate node, and x 0 is not in S q . Thus, S p 6 S q . Case 2: s j .type = \Terminate" does not hold.
Assume A(x)<< g; x; s 0 >>P holds. Then S q = fx x 2 j << g; x x 2 ; s 0 >>(P C :x 2 s n ]]s n .type = \Terminate")g, and S = S p = S q , and thus S p S q holds. Assume A(x)<< g; x; s 0 >>P does not hold. Then a path x 0 in S p is not in S q , i.e., S p 6 S q . 2 Lemma 5.2.: Any formula in GCalculus/S with A, 8 and 9 quanti ers can be transformed into formulas with E, 9 and set operators.
Proof: By Lemma 5.1, formulas with quanti er A can be transformed into formulas with E and set operators. Formulas with the universal quanti er and negation can then be transformed into ones with the existential quanti er and set operators by Lemmas and algorithms given in OzWa 89]. 2
Query Examples
In this section, we give GCalculus/S queries for the example queries of section 4.
Example 5.6. (Example 4.5.) Find a graph which has three streams: a text stream whose name is \Four Seasons of Yellowstone" followed concurrently by (i) a video stream and (ii) an audio stream whose names are \Yellowstone" and \Four Seasons", respectively.
GCalculus/S: fgj Presentation-Graph(g 1 )( 9n 0 ; 9n 1 ; 9n 2 )(Stream(n 0 )^Stream(n 1 )^Stream(n 2 )^fn 0 ; n 1 ; n 2 g g.Nodes3
We actually use a safe subset of GCalculus/S, similar to OzWa 89].
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E(x 1 )<< g; x 1 ; n 0 >>( n 0 ]](n 0 .name = \Four Seasons of Yellowstone"^n 0 .type = \text")
X :x 1 n 1 ]](n 1 .name = \Yellowstone"^n 1 .type = \video"))Ê (x 2 )<< g; x 2 ; n 0 >>( n 0 ]](n 0 .name = \Four Seasons of Yellowstone"^n 0 .type = \text") X :x 2 n 2 ]](n 2 .name = \Four Seasons"^n 2 .type = \audio")))g Example 5.7. (Example 4.6.) In all streams, nd sequences of frames where the rst frame has the content object \falcon", and the last frame has the content object \mountainlion".
GCalculus/S: fxj (9s; 9n 0 ; 9n 1 )(Stream(s)^Frame(n 0 )^Frame(n 1 )^fn 0 ; n 1 g s.frames< <s.frames,x,n 0 >> n 0 ]](9o 1 )(C Object(o 1 )^o 1 .name = \falcon"^o 1 2 n 0 .objects) C :x n 1 ]](9o 2 )(C Object(o 2 )^o 2 2 n 1 .objects^o 2 .name = \mountainlion"))g
Example 5.8. (Example 4.7.) Find video streams with a frame that contains the content object \river"; after the frame, there are repetitive frames with the content object \deer" until a frame with the content object \mountainlion" appears.
GCalculus/S: fsj Stream(s)^s.type = \video"( 9n 1 ; 9n 2 ; 9n 3 )(Frame(n 1 )^Frame(n 2 )^Frame(n 3 )^fn 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 g s.framesÊ (x 1 x 2 )<< s.frames,x 1 x 2 ; n 1 >> n 1 ]](9o 1 ) (C Object(o 1 )^o 1 2 n 1 .objects^o 1 .name = \river") X :x 1 ( n 2 ]](9o 2 )(C Object(o 2 )^o 2 2 n 2 .objects^o 2 .name = \deer") U :x 2 n 3 ]](9o 3 )(C Object(o 3 )^o 3 2 n 3 .objects^o 2 .name = \mountainlion")))g and along every path from this stream, a stream with the content object \river" is encountered.
GCalculus/S: fgj Presentation-Graph(g)( 9s 1 ) (Stream(s 1 )^s 1 2 g.Nodes^(9o 1 )(C Object(o 1 )^o 1 .name = \deer"ô 1 2 s 1 .frames.objects^All Paths from S1
Paths Having Deer and River))g All Paths from S1 = fx j (9s 2 )(Stream(s 2 )^s 2 2 g.Nodes< < g; 6 Expressive Power and User-Friendliness of GVISUAL VISUAL (and thus, GVISUAL) uses a number of techniques designed to simplify the visual speci cations of queries:
1. Visually incomplete speci cations of containment relationships, class-subclass relationships and paths are allowed. VISUAL relies on the database schema to convert a given query into an unambiguous one. For example, for the sake of visual simplicity, the user can skip the speci cation of object classes 24 within multiply nested containment relationships, and the query processor derives this information from the database schema. GVISUAL extends this technique into visually incomplete path speci cations BOO 97, LeOz 97]. 2. VISUAL allows the speci cation of spatial relationships to be observed in a query before the query session starts. For example, the user states that, in the queries to be speci ed, among all possible spatial relationships, only to the left of relationship will be speci ed among object icons in a spatial enforcement region of queries. Both (1) and (2) signi cantly simplify the visual complexity of queries. Ignoring (1) and (2) (as well as application-speci c methods and functions of a given environment, arithmetic operators and aggregate functions) in GVISUAL, we have the following property.
Theorem 6.1. GVISUAL and GCalculus/S are equivalent in expressive power.
Proof: Appendix 1.
That is, any GVISUAL query can be converted into a GCalculus/S query and vice versa. Theorem 6.1 holds because there is a one-to-one correspondence between the logical symbols of GCalculus/S and the (user-de ned and user-changeable, icon-based) constructs of GVISUAL.
Since GCalculus/S variables can range over complex objects, it is clear that GCalculus/S employs a second-order logic. However, since A and 8 and negation (except to the left of base predicates) are eliminated from GCalculus/S and, equivalently, from GVISUAL, query complexity is constrained. On the other hand, GCalculus/S (and GVISUAL) queries can contain arbitrarily nested sets (in GVISUAL, nested internal windows). In Bal 95, OMO 89, LeOz 97], we have described techniques that transform such queries into object-algebra expressions.
Temporal Operators vs. Regular Expressions
A regular expression over the alphabet (a set of symbols) is a sequence of symbols formed by repeated applications of the following rules CaLo 89]:
(1) (empty sequence) and each member of is a regular expression, ..g Regular expressions can also be used to specify path formulas. It is known that Propositional Linear Temporal Logic (PLTL) is strictly less expressive than regular expressions Wolp 81]. However, our operators, which are modi ed versions of PLTL operators, provide a higher expressive power than PLTL. We now compare our temporal operators and regular expressions.
A regular expression speci es a set of sequences created using symbols from . To use regular expressions in a graph manipulation language and to compare their expressive power with our temporal operators, we need to map the sequences speci ed by regular expressions to path formulas, and give a semantics for each meta symbol of regular expressions. Let each symbol in the alphabet denote an assertion about the state of a node. Let and denote regular expressions. Each of the truth value statements below is with respect to a path x in graph g and the starting node of x is s t ; however, we omit g and s t for simplicity.
( 1) is True for x i is True for path x 1 , is True for path x 2 , and x = (x 1 + x 2 ) (i.e., x is a concatenation of two paths x 1 and x 2 ). Now, let us show the transformations for more complex regular expressions. Assume that and are regular expressions used to specify path formulas such that << g; x; n i >> ) << g; x; n i >>P, << g; x; n j >> ) << g; x; n j >>Q, and no node variable n k appears in more than one of the path formulas P and Q. Then (a) << g; x; n i >> ) << g; x; n i >>P X Q (b) << g; x; n i >> ) << g; x; n i >>P _ << g; x; n j >>Q (c) << g; x; n i >> + ) << g; x; n i >>P _ << g; x; n i >>P U P (d) << g; x; n i >> + ) << g; x; n i >>P U Q (e) Again, can only appear as a subexpression.
(f) << g; x; n i >> ) << g; x; n j >>Q _ << g; x; n i >>P U Q
User Friendliness
In terms of user-friendliness, GVISUAL uses the constructs of GCalculus/S directly. However, GVISUAL is much more than GCalculus/S. What GVISUAL can provide and GCalculus/S cannot is that, in GVI-SUAL, graphical query objects and their placements imitate closely the reality, i.e., what the users actually utilize in their applications to represent semantic relationships within data (e.g., composition hierarchies, containment, class-subclass hierarchies, spatial relationships). Application-speci c methods and functions of the data model are also represented as graphical icons; and icon (which is also an object) shapes and colors are created by users (to recreate the environment that they are familiar with), and added to an icon class.
In comparison to our approach, in recent years, for ease of use and friendliness, graphical languages have been designed 5 that are based exclusively on domain-speci c metaphors. Gentner and Nielson criticize GeNi 96] the use of xed metaphors for the limitations that they introduce for complex environments. GVISUAL does not use metaphors.
We use \closed (i.e., shaded)" icons to reduce the complexity of subquery speci cations (internal or external subqueries) in a window. The use of closed icons allow users to control the visual complexity of a query. For example, in the GVISUAL query of Figure 4 .9, two internal queries, once understood by the user, can be removed to control the visual complexity. Figure 4 .8, the content object icons o 1 and o 2 are inside the stream object s 1 . To specify the containment relationship completely, there must also be frame objects between s 1 and (o 1 and o 2 ). The additional icon, which is unnecessary, would increase the visual complexity. We choose not to specify icons that are not necessary for the speci cation of containment relationships.
7 Implementation E ort and GVISUAL Query Processing
We have implemented a prototype client-server based database system ViSiOn BLYOO 97] with a fully functional VISUAL user interface. ViSiOn runs on Windows NT, and is built using Visual C++, Microsoft MFC Class Library and OLE-based drag-and-drop programming Gole 96, Ram 96, Bal 95]. GVISUAL query interface AH 97] is also functional. We are presently extending ViSiOn with GVISUAL query processing techniques BBL 97, LeOz 97], continuous multimedia storage servers that deliver presentations BalO 97], and playout agents that play multimedia presentations. In a presentation query, the operations to evaluate the query include traversals of presentation graphs. Con rming adjacency and connectiveness between nodes (required by operators X Next , X Connect and X Until ) e ciently is important for e cient evaluations of presentation queries. One way to traverse presentation graphs is to use O-Algebra directly and employ a modi ed conventional depth-rst search algorithm, i.e., given two paths, say p 1 and p 2 , by using the tuples of O-Algebra \tables" (called Collection of Objects) directly, we visit every node along the paths starting from the last node of p 1 and check if we encounter the rst node of p 2 along the paths. In this way, one can implement the operator X Connect . However, this may lead to ine cient operator implementations.
Based on the observation that presentation graphs are not expected to be too large (e.g., around 100 nodes and sparse graphs), we have proposed the nodecode system LeOz 97, BBL 97], for e cient evaluations of queries on presentation graphs. In the nodecode system, nodes are assigned unique binary codes which are used to nd out parent-child and ancestor-predecessor relationships between nodes. Each nodecode assigned to a node actually identi es a path from the source node to that node. If there are more than one di erent paths connecting the source node to a node, that node is assigned more than one (as many as the number of paths) nodecodes. Any path along a presentation graph can be identi ed by two nodecodes that belong to the beginning and the end node of the path. This makes it possible for set-at-a-time evaluations of queries with operators X , C and U , avoiding extensive graph traversals. In LeOz 97], we introduce the nodecode system and discuss how they are used in O-algebra for evaluations of presentation queries. In BBL 97], we present e cient algorithms using nodecodes to nd and extract paths along a presentation graph (or a DAG) with queries using X , C and U . The nodecode system is curretly being implemented as part of VStore.
Related Work
Querying multimedia information systems has been a popular research area. Marcus and Subrahmanian MaSu 96] de ne the notion of a structured multimedia database system (SMDS), which is built on a set of media instances. Each media instance consists of "states" (video-clips, audio-tracks), features (content objects) and their properties, and relationships between these features. Media instances can be queried based on these features and their relationships. They also de ne methodologies for relaxing queries and generation of media presentations from a sequence of queries. Although their query language can handle queries based on the content of the states of media instances, Marcus and Subrahmanian do not specify the tools to provide content based querying across the states of media instances. That is, queries like \Return all video-clips where a red mustang appears in all frames until we see a white mustang" can only be expressed using complex expressions and long temporal constraints.
As part of a Video Retrieval System, called VIQS, Hwang and Subrahmanian HwSu 95] present an SQL-like video query language. They emphasize video queries that involve returning video segments (framerequest (FR)-queries) as opposed to queries that involve textual answers. While FR-queries are similar to our presentation query languages, in particular to GOQL, in the sense that both have an SQL-like syntax and can return frame sequences as answers, there are signi cant di erences. Video database (Adali, et. al.
ACCES 95]) of FR-queries is modeled in the form of a relational database in addition to some special data structures such as object array, event array, activity array. Frames have integer numbers associated with them. Queries return in general frame sequences containing certain activities and/or objects. In comparison, the data model we use is an object oriented model, which facilitates modeling sequences more naturally and also facilitates modeling and querying graphs. GVISUAL and GOQL query languages allow queries on not only content objects, but also on the relative ordering of nodes in paths, and elements in sequences. Graph manipulation, including construction of graphs and paths are also provided in GVISUAL and GOQL. The output of GVISUAL and GOQL queries is more general than frame sequences, and queries may return presentation paths, graphs, sets of video objects, etc.. , the database is visualized as a graph, and a query is formulated as a set of graphs which are viewed as patterns to be matched against the database. In the Graph-Oriented Object Database model GPV 90a, GPV 90b, GBPV 94], the emphasis is on representing the database scheme and the database instance as a graph. Database queries are expressed using ve primitive graph operations (node and edge additions and deletions, and a duplicate eliminator). There is also a graphical user interface for formulating queries and visualization of results GBPV 94]. In this model, objects are represented as nodes in a graph, and relationships and properties of objects are represented as edges. Another alternative, which is used in many object-oriented data models, is to represent relationships of objects as object-valued attributes, and to use \path expressions" with an SQL-like language, such as OQL. However, for applications where graphs are needed to model data, supporting graphs explicitly in the data model and in the query language (in addition to supporting other bulk types such as lists and sets) is very bene cial. GraphDB is a good example which explicitly allows modeling and querying of graphs Guti 94]. In GraphDB, there are three kinds of object classes, namely, simple classes, link classes, and path classes. A link class has references to source and target simple objects (in addition to having other components). Path objects are de ned using regular expressions of link objects. For querying, GraphDB provides the on...where...derive statement. There are no nested subqueries in this language, but complex queries may be expressed in several steps, where each step may compute one or more classes of simple, edge, or path objects, or express a restriction of the database graph for the following steps. Since all of these steps are stated in the derive clause, the query structure may become very confusing when the query is complex.
GVISUAL is an extension of the object oriented graphical query language VISUAL BSOO 96], for querying and manipulating graphs. VISUAL is designed for applications where the data has spatial properties, also including sequences and complex objects, and queries are of exploratory in nature. VISUAL is nonprocedural, borrows the example-element concept of Query-by-Example Zloof 77] to formulate query objects, and uses such concepts as hierarchical subqueries, and internal and external queries. It has formal semantics, and derives its power from a small number of concepts and constructs. VISUAL graphical objects are not directly tied to the underlying formalism (e.g., DOODLE CR 92] and F-logic). VISUAL is fully implemented and functional.
In the context of multimedia databases, temporal operators such as Next, Until, Eventually have been used for expressing queries on multimedia streams. In a language called Hierarchical Temporal Logic (HTL) ( SYV 97] and LSYR 98]), these temporal operators are used for similarity based retrieval of video segments. Video streams are considered to consist of hierarchically structured video segments, and temporal operators can be used to specify properties of sequences of video segments at any level. However, although video segment sequences can be queried at di erent levels, the segments in the same level appear to be in a single continuum, that is, without any branching. This is not the case when we consider paths in directed acyclic graphs that can only be modeled with branching time, as in Computational Tree Logic Emer 90]. Computational Tree Logic uses universal and existential path quanti ers over in nitely long paths, and path formulas to specify and navigate paths representing branching timelines. To model the interactions between di erent types of multimedia data in a given multimedia presentation, many multimedia synchronization models are proposed in the literature LiGa 90, Ste 90, BlSt 96, Hain 96]. Most of these models are graph-and constraint-based, utilizing directed acyclic graphs or variants of petrinets.
Since multimedia authoring tools are used to publish (create and store into a persistent storage device such as a CD) multimedia presentations, we now brie y summarize the state of the art commercial multimedia authoring tools. Through a www search, we have observed more than 100 such tools that (i) provide a varietyof features (such as dynamic updating, group authoring, object orientation, internet support), (ii) contain a potpourri of separate software packages (such as enhanced text support, audio/video/frame/storybook/event editors, spell checkers, network managers), and (iii) support quite complicated scripting languages (such as Lingo for Director 6 Prods 97] and Script X of Kaleida Labs). The visual interfaces provided by these commercial tools also vary widely, due to a lack of universal metaphor for building interactive multimedia presentations. Highly successful and most powerful authoring tools Magel] (such as Macromedia's Authorware Professional, AimTech's IconAuthor, and Allen Communications' Quest Prods 97]) use presentation graphs (or owcharts) with icons and thumbnails (representing multimedia data) as nodes, and edges for synchronization.
Along the lines of Beekman, Oeft], we classify the existing commercial multimedia authoring tools into four types:
1. Presentation Graphics Tools (e.g., Gold Disk's Astound Prods 97] for Mac) allow a single timeline ordering of text, graphics, video clips and animation, and buttons for branching to other parts of a presentation. 2. Card-Based Authoring Tools (e.g., Apple's Hypercard Prods 97] for Mac) use stack-of-cards metaphor and powerful scripting languages (for, say, K-12 course authoring). 3. Time-Based Tools (e.g., Macromedia's Director Prods 97]) display multi-track scores on the screen, with each track representing a multimedia item. In Director, each item's position and length in the score determines when it appears and disappears. Synchronization of items is usually through a scripting language (such as, say, the Lingo Language of Director). 4. Presentation Graph-Based Tools (e.g., Macromedia's Authorware Professional, AimTech's IconAuthor, Allen Communications' Quest Prods 97]) use owcharts (i.e., presentation graphs) with icons or thumbnails as nodes. These tools allow some form of interactivity using button clicks, menu selections, and navigational maps, and keep track of user responses (e.g., Authorware). We have recently designed and implemented two prototype multimedia authoring tools for construction of presentation graphs Ort 97, Reng 97]. Both tools use drag-and-drop icons, dialog boxes, etc., to build multimedia presentations and store them into a multimedia database.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a data model for speci cation of multimedia presentations in the form of directed acyclic graphs and discussed languages for querying multimedia presentation graphs based on content information.
The content information of a multimedia presentation is not only the information stored in individual streams of the presentation. The ow of information during a multimedia presentation is an integral part of its information content. The ow of information constitutes the theme of the presentation. Tools for speci cation of patterns in information ow are required for querying the information content of multimedia presentations. In all the languages we discuss, namely, GVISUAL, GOQL and GCalculus/S, we use the revised versions of the temporal operators Next, Connected, and Until, and path formulas for this purpose.
The semantics of these operators and their use in path formulas are presented by GCalculus. GCalculus uses path quanti ers (universal and existential), sequence variables, and temporal operators for querying paths in graphs and sequences. In GCalculus/S, the universal quanti er, the universal path quanti er, and the negation operator are eliminated to avoid highly complex expressions.
GVISUAL is an icon-based graphical query language that uses iconic representations of the constructs de ned in GCalculus/S for querying presentation graphs. In other words, GCalculus/S provides the formal basis for GVISUAL. GVISUAL provides a user-friendly graphical interface for easy speci cation of queries on presentation graphs and media streams.
We also discuss an extension of OQL language, called GOQL (Graph OQL), with constructs for the speci cation of paths and sequences in presentation graphs. GOQL allows us to present more traditional and textual speci cations of queries on presentations graphs. GOQL can also be used as a suplimental tool to provide a better understanding of GVISUAL queries.
GVISUAL is currently being implemented on a prototype client-server based database system, called ViSiOn BLYOO 97]. The query interface for GVISUAL is already functional. Query processing techniques have been investigated in BBL 97, LeOz 97], and they are being incorporated into ViSiOn.
